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a b s t r a c t 

Letter production relies on a tight coupling between motor movements and visual feedback —each stroke of the 
letter is visually experienced as it is produced. Experience with letter production leads to increases in functional 
connectivity, a measure of neural communication, among visual and motor brain systems and leads to gains in 
letter recognition in preliterate children. We hypothesized that the contingency between the motor and visual 
experiences of the written form during production would result in both effects. Twenty literate adults were 
trained on four sets of novel symbols over the course of one week. Each symbol set was trained through one 
of four training conditions: drawing with ink, drawing without ink, watching a handwritten symbol unfold as if 
being drawn, and watching a static handwritten symbol. Contingency of motor and visual experiences occurred 
in the drawing with ink condition. The motor and visual experiences were rendered non-contingent in each of 
the other three conditions by controlling for visual or motor experience. Participants were presented with the 
trained symbols during fMRI scanning at three time points: one pre-training, one post-training, and one after 
a week-long no-training delay. Recognition was tested after each training session and after the third scan. We 
found that the contingency between visual and motor experiences during production changed the pattern of 
functional connectivity among visual, motor, and auditory neural communities and resulted in better recognition 
performance at post-training than at pre-training. Recognition gains were maintained after the no-training delay, 
but the functional connections observed immediately after training returned to their pre-training baselines. Our 
results suggest that behaviors that couple sensory and motor systems result in temporary changes in neural 
communication during perception that may not directly support changes in recognition. 
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Symbol Production Contributes to Short-term Changes in Functional
onnectivity During Symbol Perception and Long-term Gains in Symbol
ecognition 

Symbol production —the production of written forms by hand —is a
ensorimotor activity that requires a tight coupling between sensory and
otor systems ( Feder and Majnemer, 2007 , Treiman and Kessler, 2014 ).
he visual percepts of symbols are directly related to the motor move-
ents used to create them, and this direct link may be important for

earning. Writing letters of the alphabet by hand, for example, leads to
aster and more accurate letter recognition than other training activi-
ies (e.g., typing or viewing) that do not emphasize the direct visual-
otor relationship ( Longcamp et al., 2008 , Longcamp et al., 2006 ,

ongcamp et al., 2005 , Zemlock et al., 2018 ). Writing letters of the al-
habet by hand also leads to greater functional connectivity —a measure
f neural communication —among sensory and motor cortices during
etter perception when compared to typing training ( Vinci-Booher et al.,
DOI of original article: 10.1016/j.jbiotec.2020.10.017 
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016 ). These studies, together, suggest that the sensorimotor contin-
ency, particularly the visual-motor contingency, that occurs during let-
er production may lead to the emergence of visual-motor functional
onnectivity during letter perception and, further, that this functional
onnectivity may be related to concurrent gains in letter recognition
 Longcamp et al., 2008 ). 

The developmental trajectory of the neural system supporting letter
erception —the visual perception of an individual letter of the alpha-
et —suggests that the sensorimotor nature of letter production is impor-
ant for the development of processes in sensorimotor and perceptual
rain regions during letter perception ( Polk and Farah, 1998 ). The per-
eption of individual letters recruits sensorimotor regions of the brain
n preliterate children more after letter production experience than af-
er other motor experiences (e.g., typing) ( James and Engelhardt, 2012 )
nd activation in the fusiform gyri in perceptual regions only emerges
fter letter production training and not before ( James, 2010 ). The liter-
te adult response to letters typically includes activation in the fusiform
mber 2020 
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yri and similar sensorimotor regions ( James and Gauthier, 2006 ,
ongcamp et al., 2003 , Longcamp et al., 2005 ). Letter production, there-
ore, leads to the onset of a neural response during letter perception in
reliterate children that includes regions that are also engaged during
iterate letter perception in adults. This observation has led to the hy-
othesis that producing individual letters by hand contributes to the de-
elopment of the neural system supporting adult-like letter perception
 James, 2017 , James and Engelhardt, 2012 ). The question of how letter
roduction leads to the development of the neural system supporting
dult-like letter perception is still an open question to which there have
een two broad approaches. 

. Integration and segregation during learning and development 

First, letter production may lead to the development of adult-like
eural responses during letter perception through a process of integra-

ion . Some authors have suggested that letter production recruits a sen-
orimotor functional network that is reified with each letter production
xperience and increasingly integrates with visual-perceptual regions in
entral-temporal cortex ( James and Gauthier, 2006 , Longcamp et al.,
008 , Vinci-Booher et al., 2016 ), a suggestion that is generally in line
ith theories of sensorimotor representation ( McClelland et al., 1995 ,
ersace et al., 2009 ). The neural systems that comprise this sensorimo-

or network become so integrated among themselves and with visual-
erceptual processes through repeated letter production practice that
he entire network is re-engaged if any of the neural systems receives
timulation. There is work to support this hypothesis: The same set of
entral-temporal and motor regions are active when literate adults vi-
ually perceive letters without any motor activity and when they pro-
uce letters without visual feedback ( James and Gauthier, 2006 ) and
unctional connectivity between ventral-temporal and motor cortices is
reater in preliterate children during the perception of letters trained
hrough letter production compared to letters trained through typing
 Vinci-Booher et al., 2016 ). 

Second, letter production may lead to the development of adult-like
eural responses during letter perception through a process of segre-

ation . Some authors have suggested that if such a sensorimotor net-
ork existed during letter production, the long-term effect would be a

efinement of the processes happening in each of the neural systems
hat comprise the network ( Amit and Brunel, 1995 , Freeman, 1995 ,
akino et al., 2016 ). The sensorimotor network is, then, more of a tran-

ient developmental mechanism that fine-tunes local processes that ul-
imately function relatively autonomously. There is also work that sup-
orts this hypothesis: Functional connectivity was greater when per-
orming novel finger sequences compared to well-learned sequences
 Sun et al., 2007 ) and became progressively less dense as participants’
erformance on a novel piano sequence improved from novice to expert
evels ( Bassett et al., 2015 ). 

There are two crucial differences between the integration and seg-
egation views as they are presented here. First, the integration view
s that connections increase somewhat permanently while the segrega-
ion view is that connections are transient (if the relevant connections
xist at all). Second, the integration view is that the increase in con-
ectivity is actually directly relevant for behavior (e.g., supports recog-
ition) while the segregation view is that the connectivity is indirectly
elevant for behavior (e.g., changes local processes that support recog-
ition). Evidence in support of the integration view comes from work
hat has looked at training-induced changes in functional connectivity
mmediately after a short amount of training (e.g., Vinci-Booher et al.,
016 ); however, studies that have assessed functional connectivity af-
er extensive amounts of training are more in line with the segregation
iew (e.g., Sun et al., 2007 ; Bassett et al., 2015 ). Additionally, evidence
n support of the integration view comes from work that has looked
t the effects of sensorimotor training on subsequent visual perception
e.g., Vinci-Booher et al., 2016 ) while studies that have assessed func-
ional connectivity during the performance of the sensorimotor training
2 
ask itself are more in line with the segregation view (e.g., Sun et al.,
007 ; Bassett et al., 2015 ). 

Studies using resting functional connectivity, a measure of neural
ommunication at rest, also support the segregation view. Resting func-
ional connectivity studies have measured the temporal relationship be-
ween performance on a sensorimotor training task and resting func-
ional connectivity. These studies have demonstrated that the timeline
f changes in learning is different than the timeline of changes in resting
unctional connectivity. Phillip and Frey ( Philip and Frey, 2016 ) trained
articipants on a tracing task in which the participants were instructed
o prioritize accuracy in their drawings for 10 days and measured resting
unctional connectivity before training, after training, and again at a 6-
onth follow-up visit. Resting functional connectivity was greater after

raining than before training and positively correlated with the fluency
f their drawings. Performance on the drawing task was maintained
t the 6-month follow-up visit and, somewhat surprisingly, the resting
unctional connectivity was not. Indeed, other studies have reported
imilar time line differences between learning and resting functional
onnectivity: resting functional connectivity decreased monotonically
fter reading training ceased ( Berns et al., 2013 ) and correlated with
erformance on a motor task until performance plateaued, at which time
onnectivity began to dissipate even as training continued ( Ma et al.,
011 ). 

. Selectivity of training-induced changes in functional 

onnectivity to the task 

Training effects on functional connectivity are often related to con-
ectivity among brain regions related to the modalities that would be
xpected to be relevant for the training task (i.e., visual, somatosensory,
otor, etc.). Training on a novel finger sequence task affected functional

onnectivity among somatomotor and premotor regions ( Sun et al.,
007 ), and training on a visually guided novel piano sequence affected
unctional connectivity among primary visual and motor brain regions
 Bassett et al., 2015 ). When the task was purely visual, early learn-
ng was characterized by stronger functional connectivity among pri-
ary visual regions whether the training was focused on identifying

ffective stimuli ( Damaraju et al., 2009 ) or visually presented textures
 Schwartz et al., 2002 ). A similar specificity of training-induced changes
n functional connectivity to connections that would be expected to be
elevant to the training task has been found using measures of func-
ional connectivity at rest. When training on a shape identification was
estricted to one visual hemisphere, resting state functional connectivity
ositively correlated with task performance in the trained hemisphere
ut not in the non-trained hemisphere ( Lewis et al., 2009 ). These studies
uggest that the communication among neural systems that occurs dur-
ng the performance of a task is likely related to the modalities required
o perform that task. 

. This study 

We were interested in understanding how letter production leads
o changes in functional connectivity during letter perception and how
hose changes relate to increased letter recognition after production ex-
erience. Prior work has demonstrated that letter production leads to in-
reased functional connectivity immediately after training and seems to
uggest that this increase in functional connectivity directly supports in-
reased recognition —supporting the integration view ( James and Gau-
hier, 2006 , Longcamp et al., 2008 , Longcamp et al., 2006 , Vinci-
ooher et al., 2016 , Zemlock et al., 2018 , but see Longcamp et al.,
005 ). There is, however, other prior work that has demonstrated that
unctional connectivity is greater early in training compared to later
n training even though task performance is greater later in train-
ng compared to early in training —supporting the segregation view
 Bassett et al., 2015 , Berns et al., 2013 , Ma et al., 2011 , Philip and
rey, 2016 , Sun et al., 2007 ). Prior work supporting the integration
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iew did not assess functional connectivity or recognition at any time-
oint after the immediate post-training assessment. We thought it was
ossible that the increased functional connectivity observed immedi-
tely after training was transient and not directly supportive of recogni-
ion (segregation)–because this would be consistent with both bodies of
rior work. Such a finding would not only support the segregation view
ut would also bring into accord the prior work suggesting integration
ith the prior work suggesting segregation. We, therefore, explored the

imeline of training-related changes in recognition and functional con-
ectivity to better understand how letter production experience leads
o changes in functional connectivity during letter perception and how
hose changes relate to increased recognition with the expectation that
he timeline would be consistent with the segregation view. 

We were also interested in understanding how the visual-motor co-
rdination inherent to letter production might contribute to the increase
n visual letter recognition and visual-motor functional connectivity that
as been observed during letter perception ( James and Gauthier, 2006 ,
ongcamp et al., 2005 , Longcamp et al., 2008 , Longcamp et al., 2006 ,
inci-Booher et al., 2016 , Zemlock et al., 2018 ). To address these two
ims we imposed a within-participants training manipulation that was
esigned to manipulate the contingency between the motor and visual
xperiences of a letter that occur during letter production. Twenty liter-
te adults were trained over the course of two weeks on four sets of novel
ymbols. Each symbol set was trained through one of four conditions:
rawing with ink (motor, dynamic visual), drawing without ink (mo-
or, no dynamic visual), watching a handwritten symbol unfold (no mo-
or, dynamic visual), and watching a static handwritten symbol (no mo-
or, no dynamic visual). Participants underwent three task-based fMRI
canning sessions: one pre-training, one post-training, and one after a
o-training delay. Training only occurred between the first and second
canning sessions and included four 45-min training sessions over the
ourse of four days. During fMRI scanning, participants were presented
ith the symbols that they had learned in the different training condi-

ions as well as a fifth set of untrained symbols. A symbol recognition
est was administered after each training session and at the third scan to
ssess changes in their ability to visually recognize the practiced sym-
ols. 

We expected that (1) symbol recognition would be best for symbols
hat were learned through Draw Ink training and that (2) functional con-
ectivity among visual and motor brain systems after training would be
reater for these symbols compared with symbols learned through other
orms of training. Our final prediction was related to the timelines of
hese training-induced increases in symbol recognition and functional
onnectivity. We expected that (3) the functional connections found
mmediately after training would not be present after the one-week no-
raining delay, but that recognition performance would remain elevated.
hese results would suggest that the contingency between the visual and
otor experiences of a letter during letter production results in tempo-

ary increases in integration among sensory and motor brain systems
uring letter perception that may not directly support letter recogni-
ion. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

Twenty-two participants were recruited through word of mouth.
wo participants did not begin the study due to MRI contraindications,

eaving a total of twenty 19–25 year-old adults (10 females). All par-
icipants were native English speakers with no experience with logo-
raphic languages and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All
articipants were right-handed and screened for history of neurological
llness or trauma. This study was approved by the Institutional Review
oard at Indiana University. All participants provided written informed
onsent. 
3 
.2. Stimuli 

Stimuli included 400 novel symbols (see Fig. 1 for examples). Us-
ng novel, unfamiliar symbols is a well-documented approach that
ontrols for individual differences in pretraining symbol knowledge
 James and Atwood, 2009 , Kersey and James, 2013 , Longcamp et al.,
008 , Longcamp et al., 2006 ) and allows for a cleaner manipulation of
isual, auditory, and motor experience with those symbols. The train-
ng required 40 symbols while the testing and fMRI scanning required
n additional 360 symbols that would not be learned. We initially gen-
rated 700 novel symbols and then removed symbols that too closely
esembled known symbols as well as symbols that were reversals, mir-
or images, or rotations of other symbols. This filtering process resulted
n 400 novel, unique symbols that each had four strokes, no circles, and
ach line connected to at least one other line. Adobe Illustrator was
sed to create typed versions of these novel symbols. All symbols were
n black ink displayed on a white background at the center of the screen.

Only 40 of the 400 novel symbols were used during training. These
0 were selected carefully to ensure that participants would be likely
o spontaneously select the desired stroke order and stroke directions
uring the drawing conditions (see Supplemental Materials for more
etails). The 40 symbols selected for training were subsetted into groups
f 10 symbols, one symbol set for each training condition. The other 360
ymbols became novel symbols that were used as unlearned symbols for
he functional neuroimaging or distractor symbols for the recognition
asks. 

.3. Procedure 

Participants completed three neuroimaging sessions and four train-
ng sessions ( Fig. 2 a). The first and second neuroimaging sessions oc-
urred before and after training. The third neuroimaging session oc-
urred approximately one week after the second neuroimaging ses-
ion. Within the first week, participants completed four days of train-
ng with no more than one training session per day. Training days were
ot required to be consecutive, but all four training sessions were re-
uired to be completed within the 5-6-day period between the first and
econd neuroimaging session. No training occurred between the sec-
nd and third neuroimaging session. Powerpoint was used to present
ll stimuli during training. Superlab was used to present stimuli and
ecord accuracy and reaction time measurements during the recognition
est. 

Training. Each participant learned a set of ten novel symbols in each
f four training conditions for a within-participants, between-symbols
esign. The four training conditions were designed to reflect the com-
onents of letter production ( Fig. 2 b). The Draw Ink (DI) condition in-
luded the motor and dynamic visual aspects of letter production (par-
icipants wrote each symbol and could see their own hand movements
nd production result); the Draw No Ink (DnI) condition only included
he motor aspect (participants wrote symbol and could see their own
and movements, but could not see the strokes produced); the Watch
ynamic (WD) condition included only the dynamic visual presenta-

ion of the form (participants saw the production – the strokes of the
ymbol unfolding as if it were being produced – but their hands were
eld stationary on the desk); the Watch No Dynamic (WnD) condition
ncluded neither the dynamic visual nor the motor aspects of letter pro-
uction (participants saw the final production result – the static image
f the symbol – while their hands were held stationary on the desk).
nly the Draw Ink condition resulted in a visual percept of each symbol

hat was coincident with the actions used to create it. Each participant,
herefore, learned a set of ten symbols in the Draw Ink block, another
en in the Draw No Ink block, another ten in the Watch Dynamic block,
nd the last ten in the Watch No Dynamic block. The order of training
locks was randomized, within and across participants. The assignment
f symbol sets to training condition was counterbalanced across partic-
pants. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of novel pseudoletters. Four hundred novel, unique symbols were constructed. Each symbol had four strokes, no circles, and each line of the 
symbol connected to at least one other line of the symbol. Forty of these symbols were selected as targets (symbols on which participants would receive training) 
and the remaining symbols were used as distractors. 
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At each training session, participants sat at a desk with a laptop
omputer in front of him/her and completed four blocks of training,
ne for each condition. For each training condition block, a PowerPoint
lideshow presented each of the ten symbols for that condition one at
 time, six times each, in random order. A typed version of the current
ymbol was displayed at the top and center of each PowerPoint slide
or the entire trial in every condition ( Figs. 1 and 2 b). During Draw
nk training, participants were asked to copy the typed versions of the
ymbols that were displayed on the screen into a paper booklet with
.15 × 5.5 inch white sheets using a pen with ink. The Draw No Ink
ondition was similar to the Draw Ink condition except that the par-
icipants wrote the symbols with a pen without ink. During the Watch
ynamic condition, participants placed their hands palm-down on the
esk in front of them and were presented with a handwritten version
f the symbol unfolding, as if being written, below the typed version of
he same symbol. The Watch No Dynamic condition was similar to the

atch Dynamic condition except that the handwritten symbols shown
n the screen were static and not dynamically unfolding. The dynamic
andwritten symbols were created by a screen recording of an experi-
enter copying the symbols. The static handwritten symbols were cre-

ted by taking the final frame of this screen recording that contained the
ompleted handwritten symbol. Only one dynamic and one no-dynamic
ersion were created for each symbol. 

Each slide was timed and advanced to the next slide (i.e., symbol)
fter a certain amount of time had passed. The amount of time allotted
or each slide at each training session was experimentally determined to
ccount for practice-induced changes in speed that were observed dur-
ng piloting and to equate, as much as possible, exposure times between
he draw and watch conditions (see Supplemental Materials; Supple-

entary Table 1 ). The time allotted to each symbol in the draw condi-
ions was 5.5–8.5 seconds with a 7.0 second average. The distribution
as skewed to the longer times for the first training day and gradually
oved to being skewed to the shorter times for the final training day.
he time allotted to each symbol in the watch conditions was also be-
ween 5.5 – 8.5 seconds with a 7.0 second average but the distribution
as skewed to the shorter times for all training days. This provided the
est match in exposure times between the drawing and watch condi-
ions while accounting for differences in processing times between the
otor and visual systems. 

Each training block lasted about 10 minutes and the entire training
ession lasted no more than 45 minutes. 
4 
Recognition Testing. Participants were asked to perform an old/new
ecognition judgement immediately following each training session and
t the final scanning session ( Fig. 2 c). During recognition testing, par-
icipants were presented with static, typed versions of the 40 learned
ymbols along with 40 unlearned distractor symbols one at a time in
andom order. Unlearned symbols that were presented during recogni-
ion testing were only seen once throughout the entire experiment. Each
ymbol was only presented once at each test, for a total of 80 trials at
ach test. For each symbol, participants were instructed to answer yes
f they had learned the symbol or no if they had not by pressing the
yes’ or ‘no’ button on a computer keyboard. To counteract the possibil-
ty that participants may respond faster with one hand for a particular
esponse than for the other hand (e.g., faster to reply “yes ” when “yes ”
s assigned to the right hand than when it is assigned to the left hand),
alf of the participants always pressed yes with their right finger and
he other half always pressed yes with their left finger. Before the first
ecognition task on the first training day, a practice task was admin-
stered that consisted of letters and keyboard symbols (e.g., $, &, %)
nd the participants were asked to press ‘yes’ for letters and ‘no’ for the
eyboard symbols. The practice test helped orient participants to the
esting context and was repeated until it was clear that they understood
he task. 

Each trial began with a 500 ms fixation cross, followed by a 500 ms
lank screen, and then a 25 ms stimulus presentation during which a sta-
ionary symbol was displayed in the center of the screen ( Fig. 2 c). After
he stimulus presentation ended, the symbol was replaced by a noise
ask until the participant responded. The noise mask was followed by
 500 ms black screen after which a new trial would begin. If the par-
icipant responded before the symbol was replaced by the noise mask,
he program advanced to the blank screen for 500 ms before moving
n to the next trial. Reaction time and accuracy were measured. Proce-
ures for the recognition test closely followed the procedures described
n prior work ( James and Atwood, 2009 ). The stimulus presentation
ime, however, was experimentally determined to ensure that our test
as sensitive enough to detect a learning effect from the first to last

raining days (see Supplementary Materials ). 
Neuroimaging. Functional neuroimaging was performed before train-

ng, after training, and after a no-training delay of approximately one
eek ( Fig. 2 a). Each functional neuroimaging session was required to
e within 6–7 days of the previous neuroimaging session. Each scanning
ession included an anatomical scan followed by a functional localizer
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Fig. 2. Experimental Procedures. (a) Experimental Timelines. Participants completed three neuroimaging sessions, one before training, one after training, and 
one after a one-week no-training delay. Recognition testing occurred after every training session and at the third scan. (b) Training Conditions. The four training 
conditions manipulated the visual and motor components of letter production. A typed version of the symbol was provided on the computer screen in all conditions. 
Participants trained on novel symbol by either drawing them or not drawing them (motor factor) and/or by seeing the strokes of the letter unfold as if being written 
or presented statically (visual factor). (c) Recognition Testing. Symbol learning was assessed after each training session and at the final scanning session. Participants 
were presented with static, typed versions of the 40 learned symbols along with 40 novel distractors one at a time in random order and were asked to perform 

an old/new recognition judgement. (d) Neuroimaging: Task fMRI Paradigm. Functional neuroimaging was performed before training, after training, and after a 
no-training delay of approximately one week. Participants were presented with symbols, blocked by training condition, and were asked to perform one-back task to 
maintain attention. All symbols were presented in a typed format. 

5 
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un and then three functional experimental runs. During the localizer
nd experimental runs, participants performed a one-back identification
ask to keep their attention focused on the experiment. The responses
rom the one-back task were not recorded; however, an experimenter
ept watch to ensure that the participants were responding. 

For the localizer runs, there were four block types: letters with thin
ines, letters with thick lines, shapes with thin lines, and shapes with
hick lines. There were 24 letters (the alphabet excluding I and O) with
oth thin and thick lines as well as 24 shapes with both thin and thick
ines, for a total of 96 unique stimuli. Each block type was repeated
hree times over the course of the run, for a total of twelve blocks.
ach block consisted of 32 stimuli, one presented in each of the 32 tri-
ls within a block. The order of the 32 stimuli within each block was
seudo-randomized to ensure that at least 1 and no more than 3 one-
ack matches occurred in each block. The number of one-back match
rials per condition were counterbalanced to ensure that the number of
ne-back match trials in each block type was held constant. Each trial
asted for 500 ms and there were no gaps between trials, resulting in
6-second blocks. Each block was separated by a 12-s inter-block inter-
al. During the inter-block interval, a fixation cross was presented in
he center of the screen. The same fixation cross was presented for 20 s
efore the first block of each run and for 20 seconds following the last
lock of each run. Each localizer run, therefore, totaled 6:04 min. 

For the experimental runs, there were five block types: symbols
earned through Draw Ink (DI), symbols learned through Draw No Ink
DnI), symbols learned through Watch Dynamic (WD), symbols learned
hrough Watch No Dynamic (WnD), and unlearned symbols ( Fig. 2 d). All
ymbols were presented in a typed format. Each block type was repeated
hree times over the course of each run, for a total of fifteen blocks of
ymbols. Each block contained 32 stimuli, one presented in each of the
2 trials within a block in random order with replacement. One-back
atch trials occurred randomly across blocks; the specific symbols dis-
layed in each block were randomly selected from symbols suitable for
hat block type. For example, the symbols selected for the DI block were
he 10 symbols that the participant had learned through DI training.
or the unlearned blocks, 10 unlearned symbols were selected from the
ool of 360 symbols set aside as unlearned symbols (see Materials and

ethods: Stimuli ). A new set of 10 unlearned symbols was selected for
very task block so that a particular instance of an unlearned symbol
as only used in one block. Once an unlearned symbol had been used,

t was not used again throughout the entire experiment. 
Each stimulus was shown for 500 ms, resulting in 16-s blocks. Each

rial lasted for 500 ms and there were no gaps between trials, resulting
n 16-s blocks. Each block was separated by a 12-s inter-block interval.
uring the inter-block interval, a fixation cross was presented in the
enter of the screen. The same fixation cross was presented for 20 s
efore the first block of each run and for 20 s following the last block
f each run. Each experimental run, therefore, totaled 7:28 min. 

Neuroimaging Parameters. Neuroimaging was performed using a
iemens Prisma Fit 3-T whole-body MRI system housed in the Indi-
na University Imaging Research Facility. High-resolution T1-weighted
natomical volumes were acquired using a Turbo-flash 3-D sequence:
I = 900 ms, TE = 2.98 ms, TR = 2300 ms, flip angle = 9°, with 176 sagit-
al slices of 1.0 mm thickness, a field of view of 256 × 248 mm, produc-
ng an isometric voxel size of 1.0 mm 

3 . For functional images, the field
f view was 220 × 220 mm, with an in-plane resolution of 110 × 110
ixels, and 72 axial slices of 2.0 mm thickness per volume with 0%
lice gap, producing an isometric voxel size of 2.0 mm 

3 . Functional im-
ges were acquired using a gradient echo EPI whole-brain acquisition
equence with interleaved slice order: TE = 30 ms, TR = 1000 ms, flip
ngle = 52°, multi-band acceleration factor = 6 for blood-oxygen-level-
ependent (BOLD) imaging. Localizer runs included 364 volumes. Ex-
erimental runs included 448 volumes. 

Neuroimaging Preprocessing. All preprocessing steps were performed
n BrainVoyager 20.6. Individual anatomical volumes were normalized
o Talairach space ( Talairach and Tournoux, 1988 ). Preprocessing of
6 
unctional data included slice scan time correction, 3-D motion correc-
ion using trilinear/sinc interpolation, and 3D Gaussian spatial blurring
ith a full-width-at-half-maximum of 6 mm. Temporal high-pass filter-

ng was performed using a voxel-wise GLM with predictors that included
 Fourier basis set with a cut-off value of 2 sine/cosine pairs and a lin-
ar trend predictor. Coregistration of functional volumes to anatomical
olumes was performed using a rigid body transformation. All within-
ession functional runs were aligned to the first functional run within
hat session. The first functional runs of each session were then coregis-
ered to the anatomical scan acquired in session one. 

Neuroimaging Functional Connectivity Analysis. All functional connec-
ivity analyses were performed using in-house Matlab scripts (see Data

nd Code Availability Statement ). 
Parcellation. Two-hundred and sixty-four regions of interest (ROIs)

ere selected based on a parcellation scheme constructed from a meta-
nalysis of task-based fMRI as well as a network-based community
etection procedure using resting state functional connectivity analy-
is ( Dosenbach et al., 2010 , Power et al., 2011 ). The center x -, y -, z -
oordinates for each of the 264 ROIs were dilated so that they included
 voxels on either side of the center voxel. Preprocessed functional
ime courses were extracted from all voxels for each run. Average time
ourses for each ROI were created by averaging across voxels within the
OI. 

Community Detection. Each of the 264 ROIs were assigned to mu-
ually exclusive communities (each ROI assigned to only one commu-
ity) based on their correlations with one another during the local-
zer runs. We began with the resting-state-derived partition presented
n Power et al. (2011 ) and applied a community detection process to
ptimize the partition for our data and our task (i.e., letter perception)
 Dwyer et al., 2014 , Hearne et al., 2017 ). 

A group-averaged partial correlation matrix was constructed by tak-
ng the element-wise average of all participants’ correlation matrices for
he localizer runs, controlling for motion parameters. We used the Gen-
ralized Louvain search algorithm to find the partition with the maxi-
um modularity ( Blondel et al., 2008 , Jeub et al., 2011 ). The resolution
arameter, 𝛾, was selected based on a normalized pair-counting algo-
ithm applied to 1000 community partitions generated at 20 different
alues of 𝛾 linearly spaced between 0 and 1 ( Traud et al., 2011 ). A con-
ensus partition was created based on an iterative clustering procedure
the Generalized Louvain algorithm, as described above) performed on
he agreement matrix for 1000 partitions produced at our selected 𝛾
alue ( Lancichinetti and Fortunato, 2012 ). 

The gamma-detection procedure suggested two 𝛾 values, 0.4211 and
.8421, with 𝑧 𝑆 𝑅 values of 108 and 163, respectively. We, therefore, se-
ected a 𝛾 of 0.8421. This 𝛾 produced a consensus partition that included
3 communities with a Q value of 5.61 × 10 6 . Most communities demon-
trated a very high agreement among iterations, with the exception of
ommunity 12 and, to a lesser extent, with the exception of commu-
ity 4. Whereas there was near perfect agreement between iterations for
ost communities, some of the ROIs that were assigned to communities
2 and 4 in the consensus partition were assigned to other communi-
ies in some iterations. In partitions where ROIs from communities 12
nd 4 were not assigned to those communities, they were most often as-
igned to community 6 and, to a lesser extent, to communities 2, 3, and
. Community 2 had two ROIs that were, in some partitions, assigned
o community 1. 

Functional Connectivity Analysis . Our first step was to determine if
ny functional connections were related to visual-motor training that re-
ulted in the production of a temporally coincident visual percept. We,
herefore, evaluated the change in the functional connectivity associated
ith the interaction between the MOTOR and VISUAL factors between

essions, akin to evaluating the significance of a three-way interaction
etween MOTOR, VISUAL, and SESSION with a measurement of func-
ional connectivity as the dependent measure. We used beta-weights
rom a psychophysiological interactions (PPI) analysis on the data col-
ected during the experimental runs at each session as our measurement
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f functional connectivity ( Friston et al., 1997 , O’Reilly et al., 2012 ).
ach community identified by our community detection algorithm was
reated as a seed for PPI. 

For each community and at each session, we constructed a PPI model
hat included a psychological predictor for the interaction between MO-
OR and VISUAL factors (i.e., (DI > DnI) > (WD > WnD)), a physiological

redictor representing the activity of a seed community, and a psy-

hophysiological predictor representing the interaction between the psy-

hological and physiological predictors, and a set of nuisance predictors.
he psychological predictor was constructed by convolving the dummy-
oded task predictor for the DI, DnI, WD, and WnD conditions with a
ingle-gamma hemodynamic response function (HRF, Boynton et al.,
996 ); though Cole et al. (2019 ) suggests that using the FIR instead
f the standard HRF may be an advantageous approach) and then com-
ining these predictors to produce a single psychological predictor rep-
esenting the interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL factors (i.e.,
DI > DnI) > (WD > WnD)). The physiological predictor was constructed by
veraging the activation time course across all ROIs within the commu-
ity. The psychophysiological predictor was constructed by an element-
ise multiplication between the psychological and physiological predic-

ors. The nuisance predictors included the six rigid body motion regres-
ors ( Bullmore et al., 1999 ) and spike regressors for each time point at
hich the relative root mean squared (RMS) time course exceeded 0.5
m ( Satterthwaite et al., 2013 ). All independent and dependent vari-

bles were standardized. 
Between-session differences in functional connectivity were evalu-

ted for significance using permutation testing where the session labels
ere permuted. For each iteration, we subtracted the PPI beta-weights
etween two sessions of interest (e.g., Sessions 1 and 2, Sessions 2 and
) for each subject and compared the distribution of the resulting val-
es with a null distribution. The null distribution was constructed from
0,000 random selections where each selection was the difference be-
ween beta-weights for two sessions of interest from one of all possible
ermutations of the order of session. For each random selection, the
airing between the permutation selected and the subject selected was
lso allowed to vary randomly, thereby treating subjects as random ef-
ects. The null distribution was then estimated at the group-level and
ompared to the real distribution at the group-level to determine the
ikelihood of finding the real distribution by chance. The distance be-
ween the real distribution and the null distribution was quantified by a
-score for each community pair. Z-scores were considered significant if
hey passed a p < .05 threshold after an FDR adjustment based on the lin-
ar step up procedure with q < .10 ( Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995 ). We
elected a liberal q -value because this was a selection step. We wanted to
elect the community pairs that underwent any training-related change
or further investigation. We selected q < .10, specifically, because it is
he highest q -value that gives no significance when evaluating the inter-
ction between MOTOR and VISUAL at the pre-training session, Session
. 

Community pairs that underwent significant changes in functional
onnectivity between sessions were further evaluated by assessing the
trength of the interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL factors at each
evel of SESSION, akin to evaluating the component 2-way interaction
ffects after finding a significant three-way interaction. Similar to the
etween-session assessment, a null distribution was constructed from
0,000 random selections where each selection was the beta-weight as-
ociated with the interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL from one
f all possible permutations of the order of condition in the interaction
ontrast (i.e., (DI > DnI) > (WD > WnD), (DnI > WD) > (WnD > DI), etc.). As
ith the between-session assessment, subjects were treated as random

ffects and the distance between the null and real distributions at the
roup level was subjected to the same significance criteria. 

Community pairs that demonstrated a significant 2-way interaction
ffect at any one session were further evaluated by extracting the stan-
ardized beta-weights at each session from a generalized PPI model
 McLaren et al., 2012 , O’Reilly et al., 2012 ). A generalized PPI (gPPI)
7 
odel was used for this comparison to evaluate functional connectiv-
ty associated with each condition because extracting condition-specific
eta-weights is not possible with the standard PPI method when an in-
eraction is tested. All conditions in an interaction must be combined
nto one psychophysiological predictor in the standard PPI method leav-
ng no condition-specific beta-weights to be extracted. The gPPI model
ncluded four psychological predictors, one for each condition of inter-
st: DI, DnI, WD, and WnD. Each of these predictors was constructed
y convolving the dummy-coded task predictor for each condition
ith a single-gamma hemodynamic response function ( Boynton et al.,
996 ). The physiological predictor was, again, the average activation
ime course across all ROIs within the community. The psychophysio-

ogical predictors were constructed by an element-wise multiplication of
ach psychological predictor with the physiological predictor, result in
our psychophysiological predictors —one for each condition. The nui-
ance regressors used in the standard PPI model were also included in
his model as predictors of no interest. All independent and dependent
ariables were standardized. 

We then performed a series of ANOVA-based comparisons on the
PPI beta-weights for each significant community pair. Factors included
OTOR, VISUAL, and SESSION. MOTOR had 2 levels: draw, watch. VI-

UAL had 2 levels: dynamic visual, no dynamic visual. SESSION had 3
evels: session 1, session 2, and session 3. We first verified that the same
hree-way interaction and simple interaction effects with the standard
PI model and permutation tests were also found with the gPPI model
nd a standard ANOVA, given that gPPI has less power than standard
PI ( McLaren et al., 2012 , O’Reilly et al., 2012 ). The 2-way interaction
ffects were evaluated at each level of SESSION using the gPPI beta-
eights; the 2-way interaction effects at each level of MOTOR and VI-
UAL were of no interest. Significant 2-way interaction effects at any
evel of SESSION were followed with planned paired t-tests: DI vs. DnI,
I vs. WD, and DI vs. WnD. 

. Results 

.1. Recognition testing 

Two trials were omitted from both RT and accuracy analyses because
he reaction time measure indicated that they had responded prema-
urely. Additionally, trials that were above or below 3 standard devia-
ions of the within-condition, within-day mean for RT were considered
utliers and removed from the RT data. We applied the same outlier re-
oval procedure to the accuracy data. Trials that were above or below
 standard deviations of the within-condition, within-day mean for ac-
uracy were considered outliers and removed from the accuracy data.
etails about trials removed in each condition and session can be found

n Supplemental Table 2 . 
We performed two Three-way Repeated-measures ANOVAs, one for

ccuracy and one for reaction time. For both models, MOTOR, VISUAL,
nd DAY were entered as a within-participant factors. MOTOR had
wo levels, corresponding to the manipulation of the motor experience
Draw, Watch) and VISUAL had two levels, corresponding to the ma-
ipulation of the visual experience with the symbol (Dynamic, No Dy-
amic). DAY had three levels (Day 1, Day 4, Day 5), corresponding to
he days on which a recognition tests was administered ( Fig. 2 a), im-
ediately after the first training day (Day 1), after the training week

Day 4), and after the no-training delay (Day 5). The ANOVA with reac-
ion time was calculated using only correct trials. Each omnibus ANOVA
as followed by planned comparisons for DAY. Planned comparisons for
AY were one-tailed paired t-tests between Days 1 and 4 to assess the
ffect of the training week, between Days 4 and 5 to assess the effect of
he no-training delay, and between Days 1 and 5 to assess learning over
he entire experimental timeline. 

Reaction time. Mauchly’s test indicated a violation of sphericity
or DAY, 𝜒2 (2) = 25.593, p < .001, for the MOTOR 

∗ DAY interac-
ion, 𝜒2 (2) = 10.504, p = .005, for the VISUAL ∗ DAY interaction,
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Fig. 3. Relationship Between Power Communities and Optimized Communities. (a) A large portion of the original communities presented in 
Power et al. (2011) were retained after optimizing the partition for our data set and task. The most notable exceptions included the optimized communities 4 
and 12 that were constructed of ROIs from several different communities in the Power et al. ( Power et al., 2011 ) partition. The alluvial flow chart was produced 
using RAWGraphics Software at rawgraphs.io ( Mauri et al., 2017 ). (b) The 264 ROIs are displayed on a glass brain and color coded for their community assignment 
in the optimized community. ROI sizes were reduced for display. The actual ROI radii were about twice as large as those displayed here. 
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2 (2) = 17.560, p < .001, and for the three-way interaction, 𝜒2 

2) = 22.217, p < .001. The Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon values for all
phericity violations were less than 0.75. We, therefore, applied the
reenhouse-Geisser correction for DAY, MOTOR 

∗ DAY, VISUAL ∗ DAY,
nd the three-way interaction. 

The three-way repeated-measures ANOVA for reaction time revealed
ain effects of MOTOR, F (1, 19) = 8.530, p = .009, 𝜂p 

2 = .310, VI-
UAL, F (1, 19) = 13.186, p = .002, 𝜂p 

2 = .410, and DAY, F (1.137,
1.607) = 47.840, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = .716. Participants responded faster
o symbols learned by drawing than symbols learned by watching and
or symbols learned by watching the strokes of the symbol unfold than
ot watching the strokes unfold. The analysis also revealed a significant
wo-way interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL, F (1, 19) = 9.402,
 = .006, 𝜂p 

2 = .331. The interactions between DAY and MOTOR and be-
ween DAY and VISUAL were not significant, F (1.387, 26.351) = 2.438,
 = .121, 𝜂p 

2 = .114, and, F (1.232, 23.413) = 1.346, p = .272, 𝜂p 
2 = .310,

espectively. The three-way interaction was not significant, F (1.170,
2.236) = 3.389, p = .074, 𝜂p 

2 = .151. 
Post hoc comparisons for MOTOR 

∗ VISUAL revealed that partici-
ants responded faster when presented with symbols learned through
raw Ink ( M = 716.77, SE = 15.382) than symbols learned through
raw No Ink ( M = 804.000, SE = 26.837), p < .001, Watch Dy-
amic ( M = 794.099, SE = 22.612), p < .001, and Watch No Dynamic
 M = 792.381, SE = 19.852), p < .001, all Bonferroni corrected. There
ere no differences between Draw No Ink and Watch Dynamic, p = .58,
etween Draw No Ink and Watch No Dynamic, p = .59, or Watch Dy-
amic and Watch No Dynamic, p = .919 ( Fig. 4 ). 

Planned comparisons for DAY revealed that participants responded
aster on day 4 ( M = 691.571, SE = 16.250) compared to day
( M = 934.607, SE = 34.563), p < .001, and on day 5 ( M = 704.265,
E = 19.074) compared to day 1, p < .001. There was no difference
etween reaction time on day 4 compared to day 5, p = .116 ( Fig. 4 ). 

Accuracy. Mauchly’s test indicated a violation of sphericity for
he MOTOR 

∗ DAY interaction, 𝜒2 (2) = 6.186, p = .045, and the
ISUAL ∗ DAY, 𝜒2 (2) = 0.681, p = .003. The Greenhouse-Geisser Ep-
ilon values for both were less than 0.75. We, therefore, applied the
reenhouse-Geisser correction for MOTOR 

∗ DAY and VISUAL ∗ DAY. 
The three-way repeated-measures ANOVA for accuracy revealed

ain effects of MOTOR, F (1, 19) = 8.687, p = .008, 𝜂p 
2 = .314, VISUAL,

 (1, 19) = 10.880, p = .004, 𝜂p 
2 = .364, and DAY, F (2, 38) = 6.008,
8 
 = .005, 𝜂p 
2 = .240. Participants responded more accurately to symbols

earned by drawing than symbols learned by watching and to symbols
earned by watching the strokes of the symbol unfold than not watching
he strokes unfold. The interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL was
ot significant, F (1, 19) = 0.318, p = .579, 𝜂p 

2 = .016. The interactions
etween DAY and MOTOR and between DAY and VISUAL were not sig-
ificant, F (2, 38) = 0.917, p = .408, 𝜂p 

2 = .046, and, F (2, 38) = 0.997,
 = .379, 𝜂p 

2 = .050, respectively. The three-way interaction was not
ignificant, F (2, 38) = .756, p = .476, 𝜂p 

2 = .038. 
We performed post hoc comparisons for MOTOR 

∗ VISUAL even
hough two-way interaction did not reach significance as this was our
ain hypothesis. Post hoc comparisons revealed that participants re-

ponded more accurately when presented with symbols learned through
raw Ink ( M = 0.931, SE = 0.012) than symbols learned through Draw
o Ink ( M = 0.878, SE = 0.013), p = .004, Watch Dynamic ( M = 0.833,
E = 0.030), p = .006, and Watch No Dynamic ( M = 0.795, SE = 0.038),
 = .001, all Bonferroni corrected. There were no differences between
raw No Ink and Watch Dynamic, p = .188, or between Watch Dynamic
nd Watch No Dynamic, p = .118. The difference between Draw No Ink
nd Watch No Dynamic, p = .033, did not pass Bonferroni correction
 Fig. 5 ). 

Participants were more accurate in the drawing conditions
 M = .905, SE = .010) compared to the watching conditions ( M = .814,
E = .032) and in the dynamic visual conditions ( M = .882, SE = .017)
ompared to the conditions with no dynamic visual ( M = .837,
E = .022). 

Planned comparisons for DAY revealed that participants were more
ccurate on day 4 ( M = .899, SE = .020) compared to day 1( M = .823,
E = .022), p = .001, and compared to day 5 ( M = .857, SE = .023),
 = .01. There was no difference between day 1 and day 5, p = .203
 Fig. 5 ). 

.2. Neuroimaging 

The division of ROIs into the communities presented in
ower et al. (2011) was, in general, retained after the community
etection procedure ( Fig. 3 ). Exceptions were associated with the
ommunities from the optimized partition that displayed the least
greement across iterations, communities 1 and 2 as well as communi-
ies 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 12. Fig. 3 displays the relationship between the
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Fig. 4. Reaction Time at Recognition Testing. Participants responded faster 
when presented with symbols learned through Draw Ink than symbols learned 
through Draw No Ink, Watch Dynamic, and Watch No Dynamic. Participants 
responded faster after the last day of training and after a week-long no-training 
delay, compared to the first day of training. Error bars represent standard error. 
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Fig. 5. Accuracy at Recognition Testing. Participants were more accurate in 
the drawing conditions compared to the watching conditions and in the dynamic 
visual conditions compared to the conditions with no dynamic visual conditions. 
Planned comparisons for DAY revealed that participants were more accurate af- 
ter four days of training compared than on their first day of training and com- 
pared to after a week-long no-training delay. There was no significant difference 
in accuracy between their first day of training and after the no-training delay. 
Error bars represent standard error. 
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riginal partition presented in Power et al. (2011) and the optimized
artition used here. A list of the Talairach X-, Y-, and Z-coordinates for
he optimized partition as well as the community to which that ROI
as assigned in the original Power et al. (2011) partition is provided in
upplemental Table 3. 

All communities demonstrated a three-way interaction for DAY, MO-
OR, and VISUAL with at least one other community besides community
2. Matrices displaying the z-scores of significant community pairs are
resented in Fig. 6 . Community pairs that demonstrated a significant
hree-way interaction effect were separable into three non-overlapping
roups based on their between-session changes in connectivity. The
ommunity pairs demonstrated obvious grouping ( Fig. 6 a); we did not
pply a clustering algorithm. The first group included communities 2,
, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 13. The second group included communities 1, 4, 5,
, and 10. 

All ANOVA-based analyses with the gPPI-estimated beta-weights
ere consistent with the results of the permutation tests using the beta-
eights estimated from the standard PPI model. We, therefore, report
n only the results of the permutation tests using the beta-weights esti-
ated from the standard PPI model below as well as the planned paired

-tests using the gPPI-estimated beta-weights. Results are provided for
ach group separately. 

Sensorimotor Group of Community Pairs. There were no significant
unctional connections associated with the VISUAL ∗ MOTOR interaction
efore training at Session 1 or after the no-training delay at Session 3.
here were, however, six community pairs that demonstrated a signifi-
ant VISUAL ∗ MOTOR interaction immediately after training at Session
 in this group ( Fig. 7 ). Communities included in this group were com-
unities 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 13. The backbone of this group included

ommunities 8, 9, and 11. Each of these communities were directly re-
atable to original communities reported in Power et al. (2011) : Somato-
otor (Ventral), Auditory, and Visual. 

The periphery of this group of community pairs included commu-
ities 2, 3, 6, and 13. Community 2 was comprised of a subset of the
ronto-Parietal community reported in Power et al. (2011) . Community
 was largely comprised of the Subcortical community originally re-
9 
orted in Power et al, (2011) with a few additional ROIs. Community 6
as comprised of two communities from the Power et al. (2011) parcel-

ation: a subset of the Somatomotor (Dorsal) community and the entire
ingulo-Opercular community. Community 13 was exactly the same as
he original Cerebellar community reported in Power et al. (2011) . 

Five community pairs in this group showed greater connectivity for
I than for DnI: subcortical and visual communities [3 and 11], ventral

omatomotor and visual communities [8 and 11], ventral somatomotor
nd cerebellar communities [8 and 13], and auditory and visual com-
unities [9 and 11]. One community pair in this group showed greater

onnectivity for DI than for WD: auditory and visual communities [9
nd 11]. All other comparisons were not significant (see Supplemental

esults for details). 
Perceptual-motor Group of Community Pairs. There were no significant

unctional connections associated with the VISUAL ∗ MOTOR interaction
efore training at Session 1 or after the no-training delay at Session
. There was only one community pair that demonstrated a significant
ISUAL ∗ MOTOR interaction immediately after training in this group at
ession 2: communities 1 and 7 ( Fig. 8 ). Community 1 was comprised of
he Unknown Power et al. ( Power et al., 2011 ) community and a subset
f ROIs from the Default Mode Network Power et al. ( Power et al., 2011 )
ommunity. Community 7 was comprised of the entire Dorsal Attention
etwork Power et al. ( Power et al., 2011 ) community as well as a sub-

et of ROIs from the Fronto-Parietal Network Power et al. ( Power et al.,
011 ) community. All post hoc and planned comparisons were not sig-
ificant (see Supplemental Results for more detail). 

. Discussion 

Letter production is a sensorimotor activity that relies on a tight
oupling between motor movements and visual feedback in the early
tages of letter learning. This study explored the importance of this
isual-motor contingency to (1) gains in letter recognition and (2) the
mergence of visual-motor functional connectivity during letter percep-
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Fig. 6. Significant Differences in Functional Connectivity Between Sessions. Each matrix displays z-scores for community pairs that demonstrated significant 
changes in functional connectivity among sessions, thresholded at p < .05 with an FDR adjustment at q < .10. Red lines mark the boundaries of the three community 
groups. All communities demonstrated some change in connectivity, except for community 12. (a) The overall three-way comparison indicated that functional con- 
nectivity associated with the interaction between motor and visual factors was significantly different between sessions in two non-overlapping groups of community 
pairs. The first of these groups included communities 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 13 with the majority of this group’s connections being associated with community 11. 
The second of these groups included communities 1, 4, 5, 7, and 10. (b) Community pairs that demonstrated a significant three-way interaction were evaluated for 
simple interaction effects between MOTOR (draw, watch) and VISUAL (dynamic visual, no dynamic visual) at each level of SESSION (pre-training, post-training, 
post-delay). There were no community pairs that demonstrated a significant simple interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL factors before training at Session 1. 
(c) Several community pairs demonstrated a significant simple interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL factors after training at Session 2. For the first group, these 
community pairs include 2–9, 6–9, 3–11, 8–11, 9–11, and 8–13. For the second group, only the 1–7 community pair demonstrated a significant simple interaction at 
Session 2. (d) There were no community pairs that demonstrated a significant simple interaction between MOTOR and VISUAL factors after a one-week no-training 
delay at Session 3. 
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ion. This study also sought (3) to provide new evidence concerning the
elationship between functional connectivity and recognition. We hy-
othesized that the spatiotemporal contingency among the motor and
isual experiences of the letter during letter production would lead to
ains in recognition and changes in visual-motor functional connectiv-
ty during visual perception. The results support these hypotheses. Par-
icipants recognized symbols learned by drawing them with ink faster
han symbols learned in other conditions where motor and visual ex-
eriences were not coupled, such as drawing symbols without ink or
imply watching them unfold as if they were being written. Participants
lso demonstrated changes in functional connectivity among visual, mo-
or, and (surprisingly) auditory neural communities that were associated
ith the contingency between the visual and motor experiences during

etter production. After a week-long no-training delay, participants were
till faster and more accurate at recognizing symbols learned by drawing
hem with ink than symbols learned in the other conditions, but the func-
ional connections observed immediately after training had returned to
heir pre-training baseline. Taken together, these results suggest that the
isual-motor functional connectivity observed during perception after
ymbol production training was not directly related to the concurrent
ains in recognition. 

.1. Recognition 

Our hypothesis was that the contingency between the visual and
otor experiences of a letter that occur during letter production is

mportant for the gains in letter recognition —greater accuracy and
aster reaction times —that often follow letter production training
 Longcamp et al., 2005 , Zemlock et al., 2018 ). We predicted that sym-
ols learned through Draw Ink training would be recognized faster and
ore accurately than symbols learned in Draw No Ink, Watch Dynamic,

nd Watch No Dynamic training because Draw Ink training was the only
ondition that explicitly coupled the visual and motor experiences of the
ymbol. Participants recognized Draw Ink symbols faster and more accu-
ately than symbols from the other conditions at all testing time points,
hereby demonstrating training-related recognition gains for Draw Ink
ymbols relative to other symbols. We interpret these results to indicate
hat the contingency between the visual and motor experiences of a let-
10 
er that occur during letter production is an important part of why letter
roduction leads to gains in letter recognition. 

Several other works have demonstrated similar recognition gains in
oth accuracy and reaction time after production practice for letters in
reschool-aged children ( Longcamp et al., 2005 , Zemlock et al., 2018 )
nd for novel symbols in adults ( Longcamp et al., 2008 , Longcamp et al.,
006 ). These studies have collectively demonstrated that production
ractice increases recognition for the practiced forms relative to typing
nd visual-only training, suggesting that the benefits of production on
ecognition were not simply due to the positive effects of motor actions
i.e., typing) on the orienting of attention or to visual exposure alone.
he results of the current study extend these findings by demonstrat-

ng that one reason that production practice facilitates learning more
han typing or visual-only training is because production requires a spa-
iotemporal contingency between the visual and motor experiences of
he form produced. Indeed, positive effects of production experience on
ecognition performance are found in other sensory domains (speech
nd audition: for review see MacLeod and Bodner, 2017 ) and with other
bject categories (drawing and recognizing common objects: Fan et al.,
018 , Wammes et al., 2019 ). 

The current study also demonstrated that recognition gains were
resent immediately after training and were maintained to a certain de-
ree after a one-week no-training delay. This result is in line with prior
ork demonstrating that recognition gains for symbols learned through
roduction over typing experience were evident immediately after train-
ng ended and after a one-week no-training delay in preschool-aged chil-
ren ( Longcamp et al., 2005 ) and in literate adults ( Longcamp et al.,
008 ). These results are also in line with prior work reporting that
raining-induced changes in recognition in adults were apparent one
nd three weeks after training ended ( Longcamp et al., 2006 ). 

.2. Functional connectivity 

Our hypothesis for functional connectivity was similar to our hy-
othesis for recognition: the contingency between the visual and motor
xperiences of a letter that occur during letter production is important
or increases in functional connectivity between visual and motor brain
ystems during letter perception. This hypothesis was addressed with
wo primary predictions: (1) training will affect connectivity among vi-
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Fig. 7. Training-related Changes in Functional Connectivity for the Sensorimotor Group. The three-way interaction among MOTOR (draw, watch), VISUAL 
(dynamic visual, no dynamic visual), and SESSION (pre-training, post-training, post-delay) was significant for six community pairs that shared a community with 
at least one other significant community pair. Each community pair demonstrated a significant crossover interaction between MOTOR (draw, watch) and VISUAL 
(dynamic visual, no dynamic visual) at Session 2 that was not found at Session 1 or Session 3. Significant two-way interactions were followed with planned paired t- 
tests. (a, b, c) Three communities demonstrated significant differences in their functional relationship with community 11, a community comprised of nearly entirely 
visual ROIs. Communities 8, 3, and 9 are made of bilateral ventral somatomotor ROIs, subcortical ROIs, and bilateral auditory cortex. (c, e, f ) Three communities 
demonstrated significant differences in their functional relationship with community 9, a community comprised of auditory ROIs. These include communities, 11, 
2, and 9. Community 2 is comprised of frontal and parietal ROIs and is largely right-lateralized. Community 6 is comprised of primarily of bilateral frontal motor 
regions. (a, d) Two communities demonstrated differences in their functional relationship with community 8. These include communities 11 and 13. Community 13 
is comprised of 4 cerebellar regions. Error bars represent standard error across subjects. ∗ ∗ p < .01, ∗ p < .05. 
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ual and motor brain regions, specifically, and (2) functional connectiv-
ty will be more positive for Draw Ink training than all other training
onditions. Each will be addressed in turn. 

First, we predicted that Draw Ink training would change functional
onnectivity among visual and motor brain systems during symbol per-
eption more than Draw No Ink, Watch Dynamic, or Watch No Dynamic
raining. We, therefore, looked for functional connections among neu-
al communities that demonstrated an interaction at the post-training
can that was not present at the pre-training scan. We found that two
roups of community pairs demonstrated an interaction at post-training
hat was not present at the pre-training scan. The first group was largely
omprised of primary sensory regions (visual, auditory) as well as frontal
otor regions, cerebellar, and subcortical regions ( Fig. 7 ). The visual

nd auditory communities were both central to this group, both being
ssociated with at least three other communities in the group. This group
an, therefore, be summarized as a functional network comprised of pri-
ary sensory and motor-related regions, a sensorimotor network. The

econd group was comprised of ventral-temporal regions as well as pari-
tal and frontal motor regions and can be summarized as a functional
etwork comprised of ventral-temporal, parietal, and frontal motor re-
11 
ions ( Fig. 8 ). These results, therefore, are generally in line with the
rediction that the functional networks affected would be related to vi-
ual and motor brain regions, though other functional connections were
lso affected. 

Second, we predicted that functional connectivity would be more
ositive for symbols trained through Draw Ink training than symbols
rained through Draw No Ink, Watch Dynamic, and Watch No Dynamic
raining. Our results were not in line with this prediction. Functional
onnectivity was not more positive for symbols trained through Draw
nk training than symbols trained through Draw No Ink, Watch Dy-
amic, and Watch No Dynamic training. Symbols trained through Draw
nk and Watch No Dynamic training both resulted in similarly positive
evels of functional connectivity in both groups and were often no dif-
erent than zero ( Figs. 7 and 8 ). The interactions were generally due
o lower functional connectivity for symbols learned through Draw No
nk and Watch Dynamic training relative to Draw Ink and Watch No
ynamic training. This suggests that the interaction between visual and
otor factors after training was due to a decoupling of neural systems
uring the perception of symbols learned through Draw No Ink and
atch Dynamic training. The results, therefore, were not in line with
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Fig. 8. Training-related Changes in Functional Connectivity for the Perceptual-motor Group. The three-way interaction among MOTOR (draw, watch), VISUAL 
(dynamic visual, no dynamic visual), and SESSION (pre-training, post-training, post-delay) was significant for one community pair that did not share a community 
with any other significant community pair. This community pair demonstrated a significant crossover interaction between MOTOR (draw, watch) and VISUAL 
(dynamic visual, no dynamic visual) at Session 2 that was found at neither Session 1 nor Session 3. The significant two-way interaction was followed with planned 
paired t-tests. None of the planned paired t-tests were significant. Community 1 was comprised of ventral-temporal and prefrontal ROIs and was largely similar to 
the Unknown community in the original Power et al. (2011) partition. Community 7 was comprised of frontal and parietal ROIs. Error bars represent standard error 
across subjects. 
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he prediction that Draw Ink training would increase functional connec-
ivity during perception but do not necessarily invalidate the hypothesis
hat the visual-motor coordination inherent to letter production leads
o the emergence of visual-motor functional connectivity during letter
erception. 

It is important to remember that this study was conducted with lit-
rate adults who have likely already established functional networks
or learning through visual-motor activities. The sensorimotor and
erceptual-motor groups that demonstrated training-induced changes
re likely established functional networks that routinely support visual-
otor activities and expect certain spatiotemporal contingencies. Inter-
reting the results with this in mind, the findings that Draw No Ink and
atch Dynamic training led to less functional connectivity among mo-

or and primary sensory systems (sensorimotor group) than Draw Ink
nd Watch No Dynamic training suggests that training with de-coupled
isual and motor experiences may facilitate a decoupling among sen-
ory and motor systems that would, otherwise, have continued their
eneral function. This would explain why we found no difference in
unctional connectivity between Draw Ink and Watch No Dynamic at
he post-training scan and why the pre- to post-training changes from
raw Ink and Watch No Dynamic generally appeared small relative to

he changes from Draw No Ink and Watch Dynamic (although this was
ot directly tested). This interpretation receives some support from stud-
es demonstrating that learning a new task utilizes pre-existing neural
atterns, at least in cases where the new task is similar to a learned task
e.g., finger sequencing) ( Sale et al., 2017 ). The Draw Ink and Watch No
ynamic training are both tasks that participants had likely experienced
ften and resulted in the ‘normal’ patterns of functional connectivity that
ould accompany symbol learning in adults through these tasks. Draw
o ink and Watch Dynamic, however, were likely more novel tasks for
dults and resulted in a disruption of the ‘normal’ patterns of connectiv-
ty. Future work should investigate changes in functional connectivity in
oung children to determine if these training conditions have different
ffects in young children who may still be learning about the expected
patiotemporal contingencies and, perhaps, learning how to learn from
hem. 
12 
.3. Relationship between functional connectivity and recognition 

Our results are consistent with the segregation view in that they
uggest that functional connectivity does not directly support gains in
ecognition but leave open the possibility that functional connectivity
ndirectly translates to gains in recognition by facilitating the devel-
pment of some other neural mechanism. Although this study could
ot address any causal relationship between recognition and the neu-
al communication indexed by functional connectivity, it was able to
haracterize the time scale of training-induced changes in functional
onnectivity and recognition to provide evidence in support of the no-
ion that training-induced changes in functional connectivity are not, in
nd of themselves, supporting training-induced changes in recognition.
e predicted that any training-induced functional connections found

t the post-training scan would not be present after the one-week no-
raining delay but that the recognition gains would be maintained. We
ound, as predicted, that the patterns of functional connections found
t post-training were no longer present at post-delay and that changes
n recognition were maintained to a certain degree over the no-training
elay. The results, therefore, were in line with our predictions and pro-
ide support for the notion that training-induced changes in functional
onnectivity do not directly support changes in recognition. 

An additional finding supports the notion that visual-motor func-
ional connectivity at post-training did not directly support the gains in
ecognition that were observed at post-training. Training produced an
rdinal interaction between the visual and motor factors for recognition
hile training produced a cross over interaction for functional connec-

ivity. Recognition of symbols learned through Draw Ink training was
aster and more accurate than recognition of symbols learned in any of
he other three training conditions. Functional connectivity, however,
as greater for Draw Ink training when compared to training with only

he motor component (i.e., Draw No Ink) or with only the visual com-
onent (i.e., Watch Dynamic) but was no different than training with
either (i.e., Watch No Dynamic). This suggests that at least two mech-
nisms were at work and, in fact, provides further support for the hy-
othesis that training-induced patterns of functional connectivity during
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erception affect the development of some other neural mechanism that
upports recognition because training conditions had different effects on
unctional connectivity than they did on recognition. 

.4. The potential role of the two groups of community pairs in perceptual 

earning from sensorimotor experiences 

Spatiotemporal contingencies among sensory and motor experiences
efine all of our interactions with the world. There is hardly an ac-
ion that does not elicit a sensory consequence —hardly a sensation that
oes not elicit an action. All of these sensorimotor pairings had to be
earned —we did not always know the somatosensory and visual sensa-
ions that accompany drawing the letter “A ” with a pen. After a history
ith these sensorimotor contingencies, sensorimotor cycles are built and
ithin these cycles is an expectation that certain actions correspond to

ertain sensations and certain sensations correspond to certain actions.
his study demonstrates that two functional networks were affected by
xperiences that violate what would be an expected contingency be-
ween visual and motor experiences during letter production. Neither
raw Ink nor Watch No Dynamic training would violate an expected
ontingency and neither condition appeared to affect the functional con-
ectivity in these functional networks. We suggest that the state of these
ensorimotor networks during the perception of symbols that had been
earned through Draw Ink and Watch No Dynamic training was simply
he continual functioning of a learning network that has two relatively
ndependent learning mechanisms. In what follows, we speculate on the
otential contribution of these two functional networks to symbol learn-
ng. 

We suggest that the changes in the sensorimotor networks were re-
ated to the actual motor movements used during training while the
hanges in the perceptual-motor network were related to the visual per-
epts created during letter production. It is interesting to note that the
ajor difference between the two groups of community pairs that were

ffected by training is that one group contained primary visual cor-
ex (i.e., sensorimotor group) and the other contained ventral-temporal
ortex (i.e., perceptual-motor group). The perceptual-motor group con-
ained the only community pair that demonstrated a trend towards
 unique effect on functional connectivity for the Draw Ink condi-
ion at either post-training or post-delay sessions. The perceptual-motor
roup is, therefore, the only group to demonstrate anything close to the
ame training effects for functional connectivity as for recognition. The
erceptual-motor group demonstrated a trend toward an ordinal inter-
ction for functional connectivity at the post-delay session, with similar,
ositive functional connectivity values for all conditions besides Draw
nk. Consider that no community pairs in the sensorimotor group re-
ulted in anything trending towards an effect for Draw Ink compared
o the other three conditions at either post-training or post-delay. The
erceptual-motor group, however, demonstrated a trend towards this
attern at the post-delay scan. Given the abundance of research sug-
esting a role for ventral-temporal cortex on object perceptual processes
nd the possibility that it may function relatively autonomously during
erception in later stages of learning ( Gauthier, 2000 , Gauthier et al.,
999 , Grill-Spector and Weiner, 2014 , Haxby et al., 2001 , Malach et al.,
002 , Milner and Goodale, 2006 , Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982 ), the
erceptual-motor group may be related to perceptual processes —it may
e best at perceptual processes when it isn’t coupled with the fronto-
arietal system. 

. Conclusion 

Our results demonstrate that the precision of the match between
ensory and motor experiences during sensorimotor learning is impor-
ant for perceptual learning and, simultaneously, contributes to the
tate of sensorimotor and perceptual-motor functional networks in the
rain during visual perception. The results of the current study suggest,
13 
owever, that training-related changes in functional connectivity dur-
ng perception may not directly support training-related increases in
ecognition. 
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